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Abstract Accurate outdoor illumination estimation is not easy due to extremely complicated sky appear-

ance and the mutual interference of the sun and sky. In view of these challenges, we present a new deep

approach for the estimation of all-weather outdoor illumination. The key to our approach is a novel dual at-

tention autoencoder (DAA) with two independent branches to compress the sun and sky lighting information

from an input HDR panorama, respectively. This enables more accurate lighting estimation as evidenced by

our experiments since the mutual interference between the sun and sky can be precluded effectively. In DAA,

we design the adaptive feature pyramid and the attention module to promote its accuracy in compression.

We further develop a sun-sky predictor, a masked network, to learn the sun and sky lighting conditions from

an FoV-limited image. Comprehensive qualitative and quantitative experiments verify the effectiveness of

our proposed approach and show its superiority over the state of the arts.
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1 Introduction

Outdoor illumination estimation is beneficial to many vision tasks ranging from scene understanding [1],
reconstruction [2] to image editing [3]. It also has many potential applications including movie production
and augmented reality (AR). However, the problem is intrinsically challenging due to the extremely high
dynamic range in the intensity of the sun and the high frequency in sky lighting. Complex environments
and different weather conditions (e.g., sunny or cloudy) further complicate the task of outdoor illumination
estimation. Currently, deep learning has paved a way for general and effective solutions. However, it
is still hard to find a unified and powerful framework that works perfectly for outdoor illumination
estimation by overcoming all these difficulties.

To make the problem tractable, some recent studies rely on analytical sky models. The limitation of
these methods is that they depend significantly on the space of analytical functions, which restricts the
models from learning more illumination information beyond the scope of parametric representation. For
example, Hold-Geoffroy et al. [4] used the Hošek-Wilkie sun and sky model [5, 6] which has as few as
4 parameters to approximate outdoor illumination, easily leading to a clear bias towards a sunny sky.
By contrast, the Lalonde-Matthews (LM) model [7, 8] has the ability to represent a much wider set of
lighting conditions with more parameters, but fails to preserve the accuracy in encoding the sky.

Recent achievements circumvent analytical models and resort to data-driven solutions. Hold-Geoffroy
et al. [9] pioneered the idea of utilizing a deep convolutional autoencoder (SkyNet) to compress the sky
dome into a latent vector. Unfortunately, this autoencoder, even the state-of-the-art data-driven sky
model, easily leans towards learning the sun area with inaccurate solar brightness and probably loses
significant details in the sky dome due to the mutual interference between the sun and sky.
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Figure 1 (Color online) We propose a new data-driven sun and sky model that can preserve both high dynamic intensity of the

sun and the complex environment. The virtual object (e.g., the bunny) rendered with the estimated full outdoor panorama of

our method fuses with the surrounding environment seamlessly both in shading and shadowing. This indicates that our method

outperforms the state of the art [9].

To overcome above challenges, we propose a new data-driven sun and sky model relying on a well-
designed dual attention autoencoder (DAA) for all-weather outdoor lighting estimation. The full pipeline
is shown in Figure 1. Our DAA has two independent branches that compress the sun and sky of an input
HDR panorama separately (see Figure 2 for more details). Clearly different from previous data-driven
methods (such as SkyNet [9]) which always treat the sun and sky in an entangled way, this specific
design helps us mitigate the mutual influence between the sun and sky, leading to a more accurate
representation. To promote the accuracy of compressing the lighting information, we incorporate a
new adaptive feature pyramid into our DAA. Unlike other feature pyramids (e.g., the balanced feature
pyramid in [10]), our adaptive feature pyramid with learnable weights makes DAA dynamically and fully
integrate different scales of features, thus reinforcing the representation ability of the two latent vectors.
Moreover, in the spatial level, the attention mechanism is embedded in the adaptive feature pyramid to
learn the relationship of the global features. The attention mechanism has been successfully used in video
classification [11], image generation [12] and machine translation [13], but remains unexplored in outdoor
illumination estimation. In our task, the self-attention can help DAA faithfully capture the brightness of
the sun and retain sky details as much as possible. The overall design of DAA allows us to generate two
highly expressive latent vectors rather than a single one and avoid the mutual influence between the sun
and sky.

The proposed data-driven sun and sky model is expected to improve the accuracy and robustness
of outdoor lighting prediction. To achieve this, we propose a sun-sky predictor (SSP), an additional
deep neural network, to predict a sun vector and a sky vector from a single LDR image with limited
field-of-view (FoV). In this network, a sky mask is utilized to improve the accuracy of the predicted sky
with more emphasis on the visible sky area. Utilizing the trained decoders of DAA, we can fuse the two
predicted vectors and recover the full HDR panorama which can be used directly in AR rendering.

In summary, our main contributions are as follows.

• We propose a new data-driven sun and sky model produced by DAA for the compression of all-
weather outdoor illumination. The adaptive feature pyramid and the attention mechanism are incorpo-
rated into our DAA.

• We propose SSP to estimate two latent vectors, with a sky mask emphasizing the importance of the
sky area.

• We validate the effectiveness and robustness of our method on multiple benchmark datasets and
show that our method outperforms the state of the arts.

2 Related work

A variety of lighting estimation methods have been proposed over the past decades. In this section, we
will review some recent lighting models and estimation methods proposed for outdoor scenes. There are
also some studies dedicated for indoor lighting estimation [14–19] which is out of the scope of this paper.

Outdoor illumination models. Modeling solar and sky dome lighting has been extensively studied
in different aspects. Perez et al. [20] pioneered an all-weather sky luminance distribution model which is
a generalization of the CIE standard sky model. Afterwards, Preetham et al. [21] proposed a simplified
version of the Perez model with a single unified weather parameter atmospheric turbidity. Recently,
Hošek and Wilkie proposed a sky luminance model [5] and a solar radiance function [6]. Lalonde and
Matthews [7] then combined the Preetham sky model with a novel empirical sun model to handle multiple
weather conditions.
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Figure 2 (Color online) Overview of our proposed DAA. The left part is the entire architecture of DAA. The encoder is illustrated

on the right.

Outdoor lighting estimation. Lalonde et al. [22] combined multiple cues, including shading of
vertical surfaces and sky appearance, to predict the direction and visibility of the sun from a single
outdoor scene image. Other approaches relied on known geometry [23] and/or strong priors on geometry
and surface reflectance [24]. However, these priors typically do not generalize to large-scale outdoor
scenes well. Karsch et al. [25] retrieved panoramas from the SUN360 dataset [26] with features similar to
the input image and refined the retrieved panoramas to compute the illumination through a specifically
designed light classifier. Nevertheless, the matching metric relies on image features and may not yield
results that have consistent lighting. Appearance changes have also been used to recover colorimetric
variations of outdoor sun-sky illumination [27].

In recent years, deep learning methods have been increasingly used to estimate outdoor illumination.
Hold-Geoffroy et al. [4] pioneered to estimate outdoor illumination using deep neural networks. They
model outdoor lighting with the parametric Hošek-Wilkie sky model and learn to estimate its parameters
from a single input image. Similarly, Zhang et al. [8] utilized the Lalonde-Matthews sky model [7] to
estimate a wider variety of outdoor lighting conditions from a single image. Calian et al. [28] estimated
an HDR face photograph from a single LDR face photograph using a data-driven model. Nevertheless,
this method is time-consuming and leans towards local minimum due to the multi-step non-linear op-
timization. LeGendre et al. [29] estimated high dynamic range illumination from a single low dynamic
range portrait image. Cheng et al. [30] proposed to recover low-frequency scene illumination from an
image pair with opposite views. However, it is reported that their method does not appropriately model
outdoor lighting [28]. Lighting estimation can also be jointly conducted with other tasks, such as geome-
try recovery [31] and material estimation [32], achieving more vivid results for displaying virtual scenes.
Recently, Ma et al. [33] showed that AR rendering can be achieved by compositing rendered layers of
virtual objects with real images, generating realistic results with plausible shadow and reflection. Similar
to our work, Hold-Geoffroy et al. [9] used a non-analytical data-driven sky model that can be estimated
directly from a single image to learn a large set of lighting conditions. Different from this method which
uses a single latent vector to represent the sun and sky, we propose a novel model with two separate
branches to learn the sun and sky illumination. Through extensive experiments, we show the advantages
of using a model with two separate branches for the sun and sky separately to learn the sun and sky with
a unified model.

3 Overview

Given an input outdoor image with limited FoV, our goal is to predict its surrounding lighting, including
the sun and sky (see Figure 1). We achieve this goal via a two-stage pipeline. In the first stage, we train
DAA to explore the latent space of the sky dome, considering different weather conditions. Each sky
dome in the latent space is encoded by two latent vectors, representing the sun and sky, respectively.
Once DAA is trained, we predict the two latent vectors from an input image with SSP in the second
stage.

We first train DAA using the hemispherical HDR panoramas selected from the Laval sky dataset and
the SUN360-HDR dataset [9,34]. The latter is obtained by converting the LDR panoramas of the SUN360
dataset [26] into HDR panoramas. DAA leverages two branches in the encoder side to compress a full
HDR panorama into two 64-dimensional latent vectors representing the sun and sky, respectively. It is
expected to reconstruct the input HDR panorama with the same resolution by decoding the two vectors
and adding the outputs, the sun panorama and sky panorama together. The network architecture of
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Figure 3 (Color online) Architecture of SSP. SSP contains three subnetworks: a sky predictor, a sun predictor and a sun position

predictor. The predicted sky vector and sun vector can be transformed into the sky panorama and sun panorama with the trained

decoders of DAA and then generate the final panorama.

DAA is illustrated in Figure 2. The adaptive feature pyramid and the attention mechanism [11, 35] in
the encoder are designed to preserve both the brightness of the sun and the fine details of the sky. The
design of two latent vectors and the separation of panoramas are also beneficial for cloudy scenarios since
the sun branch will output a zero sun panorama in this case, avoiding suffering from improper estimation
of the sun.

In the second stage of our method, SSP is designed and trained on the FoV-limited images extracted
from the panoramas in the SUN360 dataset [26]. This network is used to predict the sun vector and sky
vector for each input image (see Figure 3). Afterwards, the trained sun decoder and sky decoder of DAA
can recover the sun panorama, the sky panorama and the full HDR panorama based on the two predicted
vectors.

4 Dual attention autoencoder

In this section, we unfold our design of DAA and its training details.

4.1 Network architecture

Learning the lighting conditions of the sun and sky using two separate branches can avoid the imbalance
between the extremely bright sun and highly variational sky. As shown in Figure 2, DAA is designed to
separately compress each input HDR panorama P into two 64-dimensional vectors. Two decoders then
reconstruct the sun and sky panoramas, respectively. By simply adding the two reconstructed panoramas,
we can finally obtain the full HDR panorama P̂ . The two branches are connected by the loss functions
discussed later.

Two encoders in DAA have the same structure, as illustrated in the right part of Figure 2. In each
encoder, pre-trained VGG-19 layers [36] and three residual blocks [37] are first used to extract multi-level
feature maps. Then, an adaptive feature pyramid is designed to improve the representation ability of
latent vectors by fusing information from different levels. The pyramid is performed as follows. Supposing
Fl is the feature map in the encoder at level l (see the right part of Figure 2), we resize these feature maps
to an intermediate size of F3 through either max-pooling or interpolation. F̂l represents the corresponding
resized feature map. In this case, the adaptive feature (denoted as Fa) is defined as

Fa =
4

∑

l=1

δl ⊗ F̂l, (1)

where δl are learnable weights. ⊗ denotes pixel-wise multiplication. It should be noted that our adaptive
feature pyramid is different from the balanced feature pyramid [10] which simply averages features of
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different layers. Our adaptive procedure dynamically integrates multi-level features and preserves their
lighting information in the scale level.

After that, an attention block [11, 35] is used to further refine Fa to be more discriminative in the
spatial level. We then can obtain the sky vector ẑsky = skyenc(P ) and the sun vector ẑsun = sunenc(P )
from any outdoor panorama P . The decoders of our DAA are symmetric to the encoders with several
up-sampling operations and separately reconsturct the sky panorama P̂sky = skydec(ẑsky) and the sun

panorama P̂sun = sundec(ẑsun).

4.2 Loss functions

Our loss function used to train DAA comprises several components. The first component is designed to
measure the similarity between the reconstructed sky/sun panorama of P and the pre-separated sky/sun
panorama (Psky/Psun) using the L1 norm:

Ls = ‖P̂sky − Psky‖1 + ‖P̂sun − Psun‖1. (2)

After reconstructing the sun panorama and the sky panorama, the full HDR panorama P̂ can be
obtained by simply adding the two panoramas. We then introduce an additional reconstruction loss on
P̂ and the ground-truth one P to conserve the total energy with the L1 norm:

Lp = ‖P̂ − P‖1, (3)

where Lp is responsible for the consistency of the separation of the sun and sky area.
In addition, we employ a feature loss [38] which has been successfully used in many tasks such as image

synthesis [39] and style transfer [40] to further preserve the fine details of sky. The feature loss combines
low-level and high-level features from a perception network such as the VGG-19 network [36]. It can
measure the difference between our prediction and ground truth in feature space. To compute the feature
loss, we feed P̂ and P into the pre-trained VGG-19 network Φ [36]. Then, we minimize the L1 difference
between Φ(P̂ ) and Φ(P ) in the selected feature layers:

Lfeat =
∑

l

‖Φl(P̂ )− Φl(P )‖1, (4)

where Φl denotes the selected layer l and we select the layers ‘conv1 2’, ‘conv2 2’, ‘conv3 2’, ‘conv4 2’,
and ‘conv5 2’ in the VGG-19 network [36].

In all, the loss function of our DAA is defined as

L = λ1Ls + λ2Lp + λ3Lfeat. (5)

Here, we set λ1, λ2 and λ3 to 100, 50, and 10 to balance different terms during training.

4.3 Training details

The training data for DAA are from two datasets: 6700 HDR panoramas from the SUN360-HDR
dataset [9] and 5000 HDR panoramas from the Laval sky dataset. We mask the non-sky regions (buildings
and other sky occluders) of the panoramas in the SUN360-HDR [9] dataset with the sky masks which are
obtained using the sky segmentation method of [4] based on a dense CRF [41]. Moreover, the sky masks
are applied to the training images from the Laval sky dataset with a 50% chance. DAA then recovers
the original, unoccluded sky appearance. We separate each full panorama from the two datasets into
a sun panorama and a sky panorama with a threshold of 1, similar to [8]. These separated panoramas
are then used as ground truths to train DAA. All the full and separated panoramas are stored in the
latitude-longitude format with a reduced resolution of 32× 128. Before fed into DAA, these panoramas
are compressed by the transformation equation:

τ(I) = sign(I)
log(1 + abs(I)µ)

log(1 + µ)
, (6)

where µ is set to 16 to control the amount of compression [42]. We train DAA with a batch size of 32 on
a PC with 4 NVidia 1080ti GPUs. The weights are first updated for 1000 epochs using a learning rate of
0.0001 and then the learning rate is set to 0.00001 for 150 epochs.
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5 Sun-sky predictor

After DAA has been trained, we run it on all panoramas in the SUN360-HDR dataset [9] to generate
the corresponding sun and sky vectors. These vectors together with the reconstructed full and separated
panoramas are used as training examples in our second stage.

5.1 Network architecture

In this stage, we design a deep cascade network, SSP, to predict the sky vector, the sun vector and the sun
position from an input image with limited FoV. Figure 3 shows the network architecture of SSP which
contains three subnetworks. A sky predictor outputs a 64-dimensional sky vector z′sky, a sun predictor
outputs a 64-dimensional sun vector z′sun and a sun position predictor estimates the azimuth and elevation
angles of the sun. Then, we can transform z′sky and z′sun into a sky panorama and a sun panorama via
the trained decoders of DAA. The final full panorama is achieved by adding both panoramas.

The sky predictor extracts sky information from the original image and the corresponding sky mask
with two identical branches. The sky mask allows the predictor to pay more attention to the sky area
and can be easily obtained by some current image segmentation methods [4,41]. Each branch, consisting
of a convolutional layer and three residual blocks [37], extracts features from 4 different scales. The
features from the original image at each scale are re-weighted with the features from the sky mask. We
then concatenate the re-weighted features with the features from the original image to fuse their lighting
information and obtain the intermediate features Fl. After that, the adaptive feature pyramid discussed
in Subsection 4.1 is employed to fuse Fl to generate the adaptive feature Fa. Similar to the encoder in
Figure 2, Fa is fed into an attention block [11, 35], three convolutional layers and a global max-pooling
layer [43] to obtain the predicted sky vector z′sky.

To predict the sun vector, we only require the original image and an estimated sun elevation (discussed
later) as the input in the sun predictor. The sky mask is not included because more hints of the sun are
presented on the ground (i.e., shadows) rather than the sky area. The predicted sun elevation is utilized
to fill a single-channel feature map which has the same resolution as the original image. The obtained
feature map is then concatenated with the original image and fed into the sun predictor to generate
the sun vector z′sun. Notably, we assume that the sun elevation of cloudy images is zero. The network
structure of our sun predictor is basically the same as skyenc/sunenc in DAA, except that it has two more
convolutional layers in front of the global max-pooling layer [43] and the first layer is a convolutional
layer not the pre-trained VGG-19 layers [36].

The sun position predictor uses a CNN to estimate the position of the sun. The azimuth of the sun
is necessary since we assume the panoramas have been rotated in the first stage to align the sun with
the panorama center. Moreover, the sun elevation is used to improve the accuracy of the predicted sun
vector. We employ a pre-trained DenseNet-161 [44] architecture with the last layer been replaced by a
fully connected layer of 160 nodes. Additionally, an attention block is used in front of the global average
pooling layer. The predictor outputs a probability map over possible sun positions by discretizing the
sky hemisphere into 160 bins (32 for azimuth and 5 for elevation) [4]. The position with the maximum
probability is finally selected as the sun. To ease the training, this subnetwork is trained independently
with a KL divergence loss.

5.2 Loss functions

To improve the accuracy of prediction of our SSP, we design a weighted L2 loss to measure the similarity
between the predicted sky/sun vector (z′sky/z

′
sun) and ground truth (ẑsky/ẑsun) generated by DAA. We

have observed by experiments that this loss is more robust than the conventional L2 loss, because the
difference x between the predicted vector and ground-truth vector is subtle. The weighted L2 loss is
defined as

L2,weighted =

{

αL2(x), if |x| < 0.1,

L2(x), otherwise,
(7)

where α, generally set to 1000, is a parameter used to increase the gradient.

In practice, we first train SSP with the conventional L2 loss for 5 epochs and then switch to our
weighted L2 loss when the difference x between the predicted vectors and ground truths is mostly less
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than 0.1:
Lzssp = ‖z′sky − ẑsky‖w2 + ‖z′sun − ẑsun‖w2 . (8)

To further improve the accuracy of prediction, we augment Lzssp designed on the latent vectors with
prediction losses on the sky/sun and full panoramas using the conventional L2 loss:

Lsssp = ‖P ′
sky − P̂sky‖2 + ‖P ′

sun − P̂sun‖2, (9)

Lpssp = ‖P ′
sky + P ′

sun − P̂‖2, (10)

where Lpssp is responsible for the coherence of the separation of the sun and sky.
In all, the loss function of SSP is defined as

Lssp = λLzssp + Lsssp + Lpssp, (11)

where λ is set to 100.

5.3 Implementation details

To generate the dataset for training SSP, we prepare a large number of FoV-limited images. Inspired by [4],
we extract 53263 FoV-limited images with a resolution of 320× 240 from 7609 selected panoramas [26].
The sky predictor and the sun predictor are trained for 55 epochs utilizing the weighted L2 loss with
a learning rate of 0.0001. The sun position predictor in SSP for estimating the sun position is trained
on another group of 55076 images extracted from sunny panoramas [26] using a learning rate of 0.001.
Convergence of this network is obtained after 20 epochs.

6 Experiments

In this section, we first compare our DAA against SkyNet [9], which is the state-of-the-art data-driven sun
and sky model, in compressing the outdoor panoramas with different sky conditions. Then, we evaluate
the performance of SSP in outdoor illumination prediction and make comparisons with two methods
including SkyNet [9] and the method of Hold-Geoffroy et al. [4] which is a classical analytical sky model.
Ablation studies are also conducted.

6.1 Evaluating DAA

We use three different datasets to quantitatively evaluate the reconstruction quality of DAA and compare
it with SkyNet [9].

• 500 HDR panoramas from Laval sky dataset (Laval/500).
• 500 HDR panoramas from the SUN360-HDR dataset [9] with only sunny days (Sunny/500).
• 1000 HDR panoramas from the SUN360-HDR dataset [9] containing both sunny and cloudy days

(Sunny+Cloudy/1000).

Note that SkyNet [9] is originally designed to encode a full panorama into a single 64-dimensional
vector while our DAA compresses it into two 64-dimensional vectors. For a fair comparison, we compare
our DAA with two versions of SkyNet [9]: SkyNet64 representing a 64-dimensional latent space and
SkyNet128 representing a 128-dimensional latent space. The RMSE metric is adopted to quantify the
performance of different methods by calculating the difference between the reconstructed panoramas and
ground truths in the above three datasets. The errors are summarized in Table 1. As expected, increasing
the dimensionality of the latent space will decrease the RMSE for SkyNet [9] since a higher dimensional
vector tends to encode more information. However, our DAA (the third row) performs significantly
better than SkyNet [9] with either 64-dimensional latent space or 128-dimensional latent space due to
the specially-designed two-branch network and the attention mechanism.

Some visual examples from both Laval (left three columns) and SUN360-HDR [9] (right two columns)
are shown in Figure 4. The first four rows are the results of different methods. The last row shows
the average intensity of each panorama along the horizontal line. Overall, our method achieves higher
reconstruction quality than SkyNet [9] with more details and more accurate solar brightness. Since
SkyNet [9] compresses the full panorama into a single latent vector, the details of the sky and the sun
intensity cannot be preserved well, even if the latent vector has a high dimensionality (e.g., 128). For
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Table 1 Quantitative reconstruction comparison in terms of RMSE between our DAA and SkyNet [9]a)

Method Laval/500 Sunny/500 Sunny+Cloudy/1000

SkyNet64 1.57586 6.17588 4.22551

SkyNet128 1.10580 4.60417 3.24041

DAA complete 0.31632 2.92519 2.02566

DAA simple 0.48522 3.41950 2.56005

-Pyramid 0.38492 3.12845 2.15703

Fix 0.37736 3.22579 4.86476

-Attention 0.46306 3.18966 2.44967

-Feature loss 0.38192 3.35595 2.32451

-Sky/sun loss 1.0530 3.57864 2.78947

-Full loss 0.53774 3.18118 3.13763

a) Ablation studies are also included. DAA simple refers to the two-branch model without the attention mechanism, the adaptive

feature pyramid and the feature loss. Fix means fixing the learnable weights of the adaptive feature pyramid of DAA in (1) to 1.

-Pyramid, -Attention and -Feature loss mean removing the adaptive feature pyramid, the attention mechanism in DAA and the

feature loss Lfeat in (4), respectively. -Sky/sun loss and -Full loss mean removing the two reconstruction losses in (2) and (3),

respectively.

Figure 4 (Color online) Reconstruction quality comparison between our DAA and SkyNet [9]. SN64 and SN128 represent

SkyNet [9] with 64-dimensional latent space and 128-dimensional latent space, respectively. The last row shows the average

intensity of each panorama along the horizontal line.

example, the clouds in the right three columns of SkyNet64 [9] and SkyNet128 [9] have less details than
ours. The last row further demonstrates that our DAA compresses HDR panoramas with more accurate
solar brightness than SkyNet [9].

To further validate the reconstruction quality of DAA, we show synthesized images rendered using our
reconstructed panoramas, those of SkyNet [9] (64-dimensional and 128-dimensional) and ground truths in
Figure 5. The errors in terms of RMSE are computed on the rendered images. Compared with SkyNet [9],
more accurate shadings and shadows are achieved by DAA due to the well-preserved solar brightness and
sky details.

Three specially designed components, i.e., the adaptive feature pyramid, the attention module and the
feature loss, are adopted in DAA. To show their effectiveness, we conduct some ablation studies for DAA
by removing each component. The results (-Pyramid, Fix, -Attention and -Feature loss) are reported in
Table 1. As opposing to using fixed weights (Fix), the adaptive feature pyramid dynamically integrates
different scales of features with learnable weights. It is able to automatically adjust the importance of
features in different scales, leading to better reconstruction quality. The attention mechanism can learn
the relationship of the global features from the spatial level, making DAA encode the clouds, the sky
hue and the sun more accurately. Thanks to the adaptive feature pyramid and the attention mechanism,
each branch of our DAA can learn to refine features from the scale level to the spatial level. Table 1
further shows that the feature loss is also beneficial for improving the reconstruction quality. In addition,
-Sky/sun loss and -Full loss in Table 1 validate the effectiveness of the two reconstruction losses in (2)
and (3). To show the effectiveness of separating the sun and sky, we train another two-branch model (DAA
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GT Ours SkyNet64 [9] SkyNet128 [9]

Figure 5 (Color online) Qualitative relighting comparison of ground truths (GT), our DAA, and SkyNet [9]. The errors in terms

of RMSE on the bottom left quantitatively measure the difference of the rendered images. The renders using our reconstructed

lighting display a wide variety of shadow characteristics.

Table 2 Quantitative comparison in terms of RMSE of the predicted panoramas for different methodsa)

Method Sunny/200 Cloudy/200

Hold-Geoffroy et al. [4] 22.11626 16.01962

SkyNet [9] 15.27409 0.30669

SSP complete 13.46919 0.22091

-Pyramid 13.57672 0.25141

Fix 13.49090 0.27518

-Attention 13.76667 0.27014

-Mask 13.66352 0.31646

-WL 13.66746 0.25020

-Vector loss 58.45388 64.22804

-Sky/sun loss 13.72037 0.27163

-Full loss 13.55075 0.26237

a) Our SSP achieves the best performance. Ablation studies are also included. Fix means fixing the learnable weights of the

adaptive feature pyramid of our SSP in (1) to 1. -Pyramid, -Attention and -Mask mean removing the adaptive feature pyramid,

the attention mechanism and the sky mask from SSP, respectively. The network without the weighted L2 loss is represented by

-WL. -Vector loss, -Sky/sun loss and -Full loss mean removing Lzssp, Lsssp and Lpssp from (11), respectively.

simple) without the above three specially designed components. As shown in Table 1, simply adding two
branches will slightly improve the reconstruction performance compared with SkyNet [9]. However, the
two-branch model cannot beat our complete DAA if the above components are absent. This further
implies that the adaptive feature pyramid, the attention module and the feature loss are beneficial for
our task.

6.2 Evaluating SSP

To evaluate SSP, we use FoV-limited images extracted from LDR panoramas in the SUN360 dataset [26]
which are not used for training. To verify that our method can handle all-weather conditions, we construct
two different test sets: 200 images from sunny panoramas (Sunny/200) and 200 images from cloudy
panoramas (Cloudy/200). We compare our method with the method of Hold-Geoffroy et al. [4] which
uses the analytical Hošek-Wilkie model [5,6] and the state-of-the-art data-driven model SkyNet [9] which
utilizes a single latent vector to compress the outdoor lighting information.

The quantitative comparison of different methods in terms of RMSE is listed in Table 2. On the two test
sets, our SSP significantly outperforms its competitors [4,9]. The RMSE of Hold-Geoffroy et al. [4] is much
higher than our SSP because analytical functions restrict it from learning more illumination information
beyond the scope of parametric representation. Our SSP achieves better performance compared with
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Input image GT Ours SkyNet [9] [4]

Figure 6 (Color online) Comparison of outdoor illumination prediction with different methods. The errors in terms of RMSE

are shown on the bottom left of rendered images. Our estimated lighting is more accurate than SkyNet [9] and the method of

Hold-Geoffroy et al. [4].

SkyNet [9] due to the specially-designed two-branch network.
Figure 6 shows the qualitative rendering comparison between our SSP, SkyNet [9] and the method of

Hold-Geoffroy et al. [4] under different weather conditions. The errors of rendered images are reported in
the bottom left of each image. Overall, our method can accurately estimate different solar lighting con-
ditions. For example, the first three rows of Figure 6 show that our method estimates the sun brightness
and the sun elevation more accurately in sunny images. Also, the renderings using our estimated lighting
display a wide variety of shadows such as sunny (the first row) and mostly overcast (the last two rows).
By contrast, the brightness of the sun predicted by SkyNet [9] is slightly dark due to inaccurate sun
brightness. The Hošek-Wilkie sun and sky model [4] tends to generate too bright sun and sharp shadows
even for cloudy days. More quantitative comparisons of the rendered images are shown in Figure 7, which
clearly show that our method has a lower variance and a lower prediction error in average.

In Figure 8, we predict outdoor illumination for 4 FoV-limited images from the same panorama.
The results reveal that our method generates coherent outdoor lighting and provides plausible shadings
and shadows as the viewpoint changes, enabling smooth transitions from one viewpoint to another. In
comparison, the panoramas predicted by SkyNet [9] change from one viewpoint to another, making the
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SkyNet [9]

Ours

[4]

Figure 7 (Color online) Quantitative rendering comparison using the bunny scene on the test sets “Sunny/200” and “Cloudy/200”

(see Figure 6). The errors in terms of RMSE are displayed as “box plots”, where the stars on the right represent outliers in RMSE.

The three vertical lines on the left, center and right of the box represent lower, medium and upper quartile, respectively. And the

two black vertical lines represent the minimum and maximum, respectively. Our SSP significantly outperforms its competitors.

Input image GT Ours SkyNet [9] [4]

Figure 8 (Color online) Visual comparison between our SSP and other methods [4, 9] for different viewpoints from the same

panorama of the SUN360 dataset [26]. Our SSP generates more accurate and coherent lighting as the viewpoint changes.

renderings incoherent. The method of Hold-Geoffroy et al. [4] generates too bright sun and sharp shadows.
By contrast, the surface brightness of the rendered images of our prediction is closer to ground truths.
The reason is that our SSP learns the sun brightness and the sky hue more accurately. Moreover, because
of the use of the attention mechanism in the sun position predictor, our SSP can more accurately predict
the sun azimuth (see the middle two rows in Figure 8).

In Figure 9, we quantitatively compare our approach with SkyNet [9] and the method of Hold-Geoffroy
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Figure 9 (Color online) Comparison of sun position estimation of different methods. The left and right figures show the sun

azimuth and elevation estimation errors, respectively. Using the attention mechanism in DenseNet-161 [44] improves our technique

slightly over the networks used by SkyNet [9] and the method of Hold-Geoffroy et al. [4].

Input image GT Ours -Pyramid -WLFix -Attention -Mask

Figure 10 (Color online) Visual comparison of ablation studies. Fix means fixing the learnable weights of our SSP in (1) to 1.

-Pyramid, -Attention and -Mask mean removing the adaptive feature pyramid, the attention mechanism and the sky mask from

SSP, respectively. The network without the weighted L2 loss is represented by -WL. The errors in terms of RMSE in the bottom

left measure the difference of the renderings.

et al. [4] on the task of sun position estimation. The figure shows the statistical results on the dataset
collected from 13769 sunny images extracted from the SUN360 dataset [26]. The accuracy of our method
is higher than both methods in comparison. When azimuth error is less than 22.5◦, the accuracy of
our prediction is improved by approximately 4% and 13% compared with SkyNet [9] and the method of
Hold-Geoffroy et al. [4], respectively. Moreover, the accuracy of elevation is improved by approximately
4% in comparison to the method of Hold-Geoffroy et al. [4] at 22.5◦. The improved accuracy is due to
the use of the attention mechanism in our sun position predictor.

Ablation studies are conducted for SSP in the second stage. Table 2 compares our complete SSP
with the variants by removing each key component (the sky mask, the weighted L2 loss, the adaptive
feature pyramid and the attention module) from our complete SSP. The results show that both the sky
mask and the weighted L2 loss can increase the accuracy of prediction. Similar to DAA, the adaptive
feature pyramid and the attention module are also useful in this stage. Moreover, Figure 10 qualitatively
shows that the renderings of our complete SSP display more accurate shadows under different weather
conditions. We also conduct ablation studies for 3 loss terms in (11) by removing each one from (11).
Table 2 shows the effectiveness of the 3 loss terms. We observe that SSP cannot converge without Lzssp.
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Figure 11 (Color online) Demonstration of virtual object insertion. Different virtual objects are inserted into real scenes with

consistent shading and shadowing, benefited from our outdoor lighting estimation method. The bench, horse and dragon are virtual

objects we insert.

6.3 Virtual object insertion

We further show the benefit of our method in the application of virtual object insertion in Figure 11.
The figure shows that our estimated overall lighting intensity can provide plausible shadows on real-world
images outside of the SUN360 dataset [26]. In the first 2 sunny images, the surface brightness of the
inserted virtual objects and the resulting shadows closely match the real environment. Additionally, the
inserted dragon in the last cloudy image casts a shadow close to its surroundings. These scenes further
show that our method can accurately predict the illumination of many outdoor images under different
weather conditions.

6.4 Limitation

While our method achieves state-of-the-art performance, it still suffers from some limitations in outdoor
illumination prediction. For example, occasionally the energy distribution of the sky area occluded by
multiple buildings and other sky occluders cannot be accurately predicted in the reconstructed panora-
mas (the second row in Figure 4). Increasing the diversity of the buildings and the sky occluders of
the panoramas in our datasets could help mitigate this. Moreover, in SSP, inaccurate estimation of sun
elevation will negatively impact the accuracy of latent vectors. It is better to iteratively update the sun
position and the latent vectors, using recursive neural networks.

7 Conclusion

We have presented a deep-learning-based framework to predict outdoor illumination from a single FoV-
limited image. Our framework contains two parts. The first part relies on a well-designed DAA to
compress an outdoor HDR panorama into two separate latent vectors, representing the sun and sky,
respectively. The second part estimates the two latent vectors from every input image. This design
allows us to encode outdoor illumination more faithfully and supports all-weather conditions. Extensive
quantitative and qualitative experiments demonstrate the superiority of our framework.

Supporting information Appendixes A and B. The supporting information is available online at info.scichina.com and link.

springer.com. The supporting materials are published as submitted, without typesetting or editing. The responsibility for scientific

accuracy and content remains entirely with the authors.
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